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Main research fields
Laser-plasma interactions in ICF and Shock ignition*
Laser-driven instabilities and plasma characterization
Diagnostics of ICF-relevant plasmas

Laser-driven particle accelerators
  Electron acceleration and X-rays radiation sources
  Light Ion acceleration
Applications in medicine, material science, ...



 

A brief introduction to laser-driven electron acceleration 

Laser Wake-Field Acceleration – LWFA

A glimpse at a typical LWFA experiment (diagnostics)

Acceleration of Very-High Energy Electron (VHEE) beams for applications in 
medicine

Summary and perspectives 

Outline

A very brief introduction to laser-driven X/gamma-ray secondary sources



 

Ultrashort and ultraintense laser 
pulses can be fruitfully exploited 
to accelerate electrons up to 
relativistic energy

Laser pulse

Plasma wave

The basic ingredients:
1. Excite a plasma wave in the 
wake of the laser pulse

Electron plasma wave

Longitudinal wave → longitudinal electric field

v

A quick look at the basics of  Laser WakeField Acceleration (LWFA) process

2. Let some electrons “surf” the wave (get injected into the right 
phase of the wake and gain energy)

Electron bunch



 

1979: proposal by Tajima&Dawson

The plasma wave can be excited in the wake of an 
intense laser pulse propagating in a plasma due to the 
ponderomotive force 

The amplitude of the excited wave depends on the 
pulse length → need for ultrashort laser pulses

a0=0.5
a0=2.0

“Basic” requirements for a wave to accelerate electrons:
- intense longitudinal electric field
- phase velocity close to c 
→ Fulfilled by wake (plasma) waves

Linear wave

Highly nonlinear wave

A few “details” on LWFA



 

The maximum electric field amplitude is given 
by the wave-breaking limit, which in the 
relativistic case can exceed by several times the 
non-relativistic one 

(phase velocity ~ laser pulse group velocity)

(cold, non-relativistic limit)

Example: ne=1017cm-3, l=1mm, EWB=14 E0

E ~ 300 GV/m (for 100% density perturbation at n ~ 1019 cm-3)
To be compared with classical (RF-based) accelerators limits

Maximum E-field ~few tens of MV/m (due to breakdown)

Synchrotron radiation losses  → large radius

The LWFA mechanism allows electron 
acceleration up to relativistic energy to be 
obtained over cm-scale acceleration lengths

→ table-top accelerators

LWFA: maximum accelerating field



 

A “historical” taste of the literature on LWFA
1979: proposal by Tajima&Dawson

2004: “Dream beam” front 
cover of Nature (3 papers 
reporting “high-quality” e- 

bunch production)

2006: GeV energy reported

End of noughties: routine production of 
stable e- bunch 



 

A glimpse of a typical “accelerator stage” setup and footprint

MAIN
 BEAM

Gas-jet
nozzle

Laser

e- 
bunch

Basic arrangement
The laser pulse is focused in the 

proximity of the entrance edge of 
the gas-jet

Electrons are accelerated in the 
forward direction
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A typical LWFA experiment: Basic set of diagnostics



 

Thomson imaging diagnostic allows 
the propagation to be “tracked”

LANEX
LANEX (electron scintillator) imaging provides the bunch profile,
also allowing the divergence to be retrieved

Interferometry allows the plasma 
electron density to be retrieved

Magnetic spectrometer Examples of typical diagnostics output



“All-optical” X/gamma-ray secondary sources of ionizing radiation

An all-optical X/g-ray source basically takes advantage of the extreme 
compactness of a LWFA accelerator to enable “table-top” X/g-ray sources to be 
developed, based on the following (almost) fundamental processes:
Thomson Scattering
“betatron” emission
Bremsstrahlung emission
These kind of source also feature:
- a tunable spectrum (with some caveat)
- an ultrashort duration
- typical photon energy ranging from a few keV up to the tens of MeV range

Accelerating
Laser pulse
(self-injection)

Electron bunch

Counter-propagating,
Scattering
Laser Pulse

X-rays

General scheme for the production of 
X/g-rays driven by an electron beam



All-optical X/gamma-ray sources applications: Examples 
Foreseen applications include X/gamma-ray 
radiography, tomography, etc. in fields as diverse as 
medicine, material study, security, radioisotope 
production



 

Very High Energy Electrons (VHEE): energy range 100-250 MeV

Investigated over the past 10 years by means of Monte 
Carlo simulations: potential for good dose conformation, 
comparable (or exceeding) that of current photon beam 
modalities [1,2]

Quality of a prostate treatment plan evaluated for a 
6MV IMRT and a VHEE treatment 

Better target coverage achieved
Extent of the sparing of organs at risk 
found to be dependent on depth (due to

 e- exhibiting larger scattering)  

6MV X-rays 150MeV e-

difference

More recently, the capability of dose deposition by VHEE of being relatively 
insensitive to tissue interfaces was assessed (using MC simulations) [3]

[1] T. Fuchs et al., Phys. Med. Biol. 54, 3315 (2009)
[2] Des Rosiers et al., Int. J. Radiat. Oncol. Biol. Phys. 72, S612 (2008)
[3] A. Lagzda et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. Phys. Res. B 482, 70 (2020) 

Very High Energy Electrons (VHEE) beams: toward “real” applications in medicine



 

Recently, “state-of-the-art” Treatment Planning Systems have been (adapted to and) used to assess the 
quality of VHEE based RT as compared to conventional photon RT TP 

Pencil beams with few 
mm transverse size

Very High Energy Electrons (VHEE) beams: toward “real” applications in medicine



Toward “FLASH” radiotherapy with laser-driven VHEE beams?
So-called “FLASH effect” is sparking a lot of interest in the 
radiotherapy/medical physics community, due to its potential to 
change the current radiotherapy scenario



Toward “FLASH” radiotherapy with laser-driven VHEE beams? [2]
Due to the intrinsic low efficiency of Bremsstrahlung conversion, it is generally thought that direct usage of charged 
particle beams is in order to reach the ultra-high dose rates needed for FLASH. Laser-driven accelerators are among 
the most promising machine allowing at the same time high current and high energy (to penetrate human body) 



 
L. Labate et al., Sci. Rep. 10, 17307 (2020)

Toward “FLASH” radiotherapy: Demonstration of advanced irradiation schemes with laser-driven 
VHEE beams

Average spectrum pretty stable when averaged 
over 20 shots
Divergence: ~14mrad FWHM

Bunch charge (within the collimator angle): 
~120 pC/shot
(Shot-to-shot RMS ~15%)



 
L. Labate et al., Sci. Rep. 10, 17307 (2020)

Toward “FLASH” radiotherapy: Demonstration of advanced irradiation schemes with laser-driven 
VHEE beams

Dose deposition pattern on the central (axis) plane

Percentage Dose Depth: 
R50% ~40-50 mm

Dose/shot: ~3-5 cGy

The dose deposition remains confined to few 
mm within ~150mm



 

Mimicking intensity-modulated RT and multi-field irradiation with laser-driven e-

Our situation: “pencil (electron) beam”

IMRT can be obtained by changing the beam 
entrance point (2D pattern, at the moment) and 
varying the number of shots

Dose transverse profile tailoring with mm resolution



 

Up to ~1.6Gy reached on 
a small volume (~5mm 
size) at the (rotation) 
center

<20cGy distributed over a 
volume with ~15-20mm 
typical size surrounding 
this volume

Mimicking intensity-modulated RT and multi-field irradiation with laser-driven e-



 

Multifield irradiation: Monte Carlo simulations

Maximum dose on the “target” volume ~2.5x dose at the entrance, ~3-4x dose a few mm apart



 

Other appealing issue of a VHEE RT

Steering and focusing VHEE: 
- improved volumetric dose tailoring
- room for a better management of 
the physiological motion using fast 
magnetic scanning



 

Other appealing issue of a VHEE RT: focusing/stabilising the beam

Transport of ~100-160 MeV VHEE to a 
phantom demonstrated
Dose/shot similar to our study (see later)
Improved charge shot-to-shot stability: 
SD~1%



Toward higher “average flux” beams: The 100Hz beamline upgrade ad ILIL
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UPGRADE OF ILIL FACILITY FOR:
1. Upgrade of existing laser system (240 TW) for enhanced stability and control
2. New laser systems for high repetition rate operation (100 Hz-1J, 1kHz-20 mJ)
3. New Infrastructure development for user access to beamlines

Part of :

Strong link with

Part of :



User infrastructure upgrade

ILIL  Building (B) LASER 

New bunker

Street level

Bunker size: 3 m (H) x 6 m (L) x 18 m (P) (max 20 m)

100 Hz / 50 TW / >100 W

H=3m

L=20 m

Beam 
transfer

to bunker
Laser beams

Signals

High dose irradiation user experiments

EUAPS WP2: High average power, high repetition rate laser beamline: 4.8 M€
IPHOQS A3.6 Ultrafast, high repetition rate radiation beamlines: 1.4 M€
IPHOQS A3.5: High Intensity, extreme laser beamlines: 1.5 M€

• EuPRAXIA Advanced Photon Sources (EUAPS) project (NG-EU, INFN-CNR-UTV)
• Photonics and Quantum Science (IPHOQS) project (NG-EU, CNR, POLIMI, LENS)

10 Hz / 220 TW / 50 W



New high-repetition rate Target Area



Summary (and takeaway messages on laser-driven particle acceleration)
Ultrashort and ultraintense laser interaction with matter at relativistic intensity allows relativistic electron beams  to be 
accelerated over cm-scale “acceleration stages” 

Current electron energy record: up to ~10GeV

“All-optical” secondary radiation sources can be obtained from primary electron beams (possibly using a second, “scattering” 
laser beam), with photon energy ranging from few keV up to the ~10s MeV range

“Table-top” sources, making them appealing for a widespread (hospitals, …) usage, with applications in radiobiology, material 
studies, nuclear physics, ...

Experiments aimed to demonstrate the possibility of precise dose delivery using laser-driven VHEE pencil beams are ongoing

VHEE beams (energy in the range 100-250MeV) can be “easily” accelerated with lasers and are expected to play a crucial role in 
order to deliver ionizing radiation at Ultra-High Dose Rate (UHDR), thus allowing the so-called “FLASH regime” of radiation 
biology to be accessed

“Actual” applications will need high average flux particle beams, thus requiring the repetition rate of ultrashort/ultraintense lasers to 
reach the >100Hz figure
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